
We know ecosystems experience lots of diversity, due to evolution and the many 
species that co-exist.  The object of this lesson is to seek order in the chaos. What 
rules emerge to describe ecosystems, their function and structure? How big can you 
be? How many individuals can you sustain? What are the rates of exchange you 
can sustain? How do you study a complex ecosystem with so many different 
actors? Answers to these questions start to arise through examination of scaling, 
complexity and chaos.
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We have to think differently when studying ecosystems and the biosphere around 
us. This takes us from a conventional Newtonian approach, where the world seems 
clocklike, to one that embraces chaos and complexity.  Lessons derived here also 
can play roles in understanding advances in economics, climate, political science 
and health. We all are complex systems. Treating these systems in this manner 
help us understand better how to manage these systems and understand the limits 
of our ability to predict future states.
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Attributes of Complex Adaptive Systems is described Next
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This is the list of many attributes of complex systems. I will explore these more in 
the following slides
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Good example of the coupled processes and some feedbacks that are experienced 
in an ecosystem..There is a hierarchy of space and time scales as we move through 
this flow chart.  Space scales can emerge from microbe and organelle to the biome. 
Time scales can operate at fractions of seconds, for photosynthesis and 
assimilation, to centuries and millenia for ecosystem dynamics and soil formation
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Geomorphology is a good example of the formation of complex river patters and 
non linear forcing through interactions with the landscapes. We will see in later 
lectures the presence or absence of vegetation can have a marked role on the 
shape rivers and streams take as they carve out the landscape.
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Here is an example of some of the major non linear functions that are used to 
quantify ecological processes.  Do know the shape of the response curves that 
emanate from these curves.
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Why do I, a humble biometeorologist, worry about non linearity. It is because we 
need to assess  non linear functions that are dependent upon the environmental 
state of the leaves. Yet the function of the mean DOES NO equal the mean of the 
function.  Ideally we are more concerned with evaluting the mean of the function.
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The idea of complexity and hierarchy may be in fashion, after the publication of 
James Gleick’s book Chaos, but it is no so new in ecology. Eugene Odum was on to 
idea in in his books, Barry Osmond and Paul Jarvis were early proponents of 
hierarchy, and when I was a young scientist at Oak Ridge, Bob O’Neill was 
promoting Hierarchy theory in the 1980s
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When we think about hierarchy, it is clear that the lower level scale cannot function 
alone without its connect to the higher order system. Organelles are just a pool of 
protoplasm without the confines of a cell. Cells will die, without the supply of 
resources from organs, organs depend on the circulation of the organism. 
Organisms will go extinct without its connection to a population. Populations depend 
upon resources of an ecosystem and the state of the ecosystem depends upon the 
climate and soils of the landscape, region and biome
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Stomata, Leaf, plants, communities, landscapes, regions/continents/globe
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Ecology is complex in many ways, one is the fact that we must distill and assess 
information and processes that span over 15 Orders of Magnitude.  Compare this 
with Rocket science, essentially the ballistics of a missal.  This is more complex 
than ‘rocket science’
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Visual idea of hierarchy of time
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Key time scales to understand and why
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Examples of the super-positioning of fast and slow processes on the exchange of 
CO2 flux measured over many years.
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Summary of the time and space scales of import.
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The multi-scale problem reveals the reality that there is no one way or sensor to 
study the entire biosphere or ecosystem. We have to adopt a hierarchal approach. 
This forces us to blend physiological studies at the leaf and soil plot scales with 
micrometeorological flux towers, networks of towers and finally satellite, or aircraft, 
remote sensing to upscale and add everything up. Then all this information can be 
ingested into, or distilled by, models
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One of the reasons I a fascinated with complexity is the idea of scale emergent 
properties.  The whole acts differently than the sum of the parts
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The idea, ‘scale emergent property’ may sound odd or foreign. But it is all around 
us.  Humans are good examples of the idea of scale emergent properties
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The melting of ice is complex and is something that needs to be factored better into 
global climate change models if we are to correctly predict the melting of the ice 
caps with warming, and understand their albedo feedbacks
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In my realm, the sum of leaves acts differently than how the whole ecosystem 
functions, with regards to CO2 and water vapor exchange
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The light response of photosynthesis of a leaf differs from that of a canopy. The leaf 
photosynthesis saturates with increasing light levels. Canopy photosynthesis has a 
linear response and its slope depends on the fraction of diffuse light!; e.g. the 
quality and directionality of the light
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Down regulation of photosynthesis to CO2 and its growth environment is another 
example of a scale emergent property
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Soil respiration differs greatly where there are plants photosynthesizing and at what 
rates the plants are photosynthesizing. Exudates from roots of recent 
photosynthesis drives microbial respiration.  I am very pessimistic we can ever 
partition soil autotrophic respiration from heterotrophic respiration from this fact, 
without introducing artifacts.  Please prove me wrong and come up with a great 
idea. It will revolutionize the field.
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Over the years I have been trying to compile a list of scale emergent properties in 
ecology. Here is my partial list. Missing anything?
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Complexity ideas evolved from simple toy models used to predict wind and predator 
prey relations.  Even with perfect equations, under certain conditions chaos 
emerged!
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Butterfly Effect: If a butterfly flaps its wings can a Hurricane form?  Idea is that 
complex systems are sensitive to initial conditions
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Simple matlab code can be used to play with the Lorenz equations.
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One beauty of chaos theory is that there can be self organization. In this picture we 
see polygons form in the tundra. Hurricanes and tornadoes are other examples
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Lorenz found that chaos emerged due to sensitivity to initial conditions.
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The many feedbacks of complex systems produce robust systems, until there is a 
regime shift. It is my opinion that this robustness is causing society to be cavalier 
about global warming. The climate system has been fairly robust to our initial insults 
by changing greenhouse gas forcing. But ultimately, glaciers will melt, permafrost 
will release vast stores of methane and CO2, and we will entire a new climate state.
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Stock Market also experiences crashes. Problem with chaos theory is that from it 
we know crashes will happen. We just can’t predict when with any accuracy.  So 
expect crashes. Plan and be cautious of bubbles.
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Hysteresis, another word of the day, is  behavior of complex systems.  The 
transition of an ecosystem from state 1 to state 2 does not follow the same path as 
it recovers from state 2 back to state 1. Kate Suding, a fellow faculty member, has 
written a lot on this topic.
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Simple equations to play with on excel to see chaos behavior. Simple logistic growth 
equation. Change r and see what happens
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I confess the high r values, >3, for inducing chaos, tend not to happen for many
populations, which grow more on the order of 1 to 10% (0.01 to 0.1). Though it may 
be possible for microbes.
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Who is Present and the Flows of Energy and Matter (water, CO2)
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